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About This Game

StickDodgeVR is a wave survival ball throwing shooter where you have to physically move to dodge and throw. It's dodge ball
with a twist! Play until all of your 5 lives are gone and when you're in trouble, oh no! Throw grenades at the oncoming enemies

as you watch them slowly shatter to their death. You can even save up coins thrown at you to buy amazing personalized skins for
your balls! And watch out! The 20 foot tall giant adds an extra challenge by taking two hits to kill as it is trying to squash you

with his giant ball! Read the further list for the different game modes available!

Game Modes

 Classic mode: play against AI in 7 difficult levels with 5 lives

 Last life: play with only one life!

 Insane mode: play with 3 lives and extremely difficult enemies without grenades

 Timed mode: Made for parties! Play for a specific time ranging from 1 to infinity minutes!

 Target Practice: Practice your skills by throwing balls at stationary enemies

 Tutorial: Use the tutorial to learn how to play
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 Multiplayer against difficult AI

The ability to purchase a variety of designs for the balls

Built in tutorial and target practice

The awesome ability of having a grenade at your side that can be thrown every 20 seconds

In game currency which allows the purchase of skins for balls

A giant can come in the play area throwing bigger balls and taking 2 hits to kill

Things To Come

Support for online multiplayer

Oculus Rift Support
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Title: StickDodgeVR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Brian Underwood, Ben Makarechian
Publisher:
The StickDodgeVR Team
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This is one of the most fun VR Games I have played for the HTC VIVE. The way that the developers make dodgeball fun and
entertaining to play continously is awesome! I love their new updates like how the ball turns to glass after being on the ground
for a while and also the new added game modes like Last Life, Insane mode, time mode and the other ones they added. And this
game only costs $2 so you should buy it! Definitely recommended! Very little bugs but the improvements do not affect game
play.
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